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[A-3]COURSE SYLLABUS 
 
  1. Course Description (Approximately 100 words) 

 

 
  2. Course Goals and Objectives (Approximately 100 words) 
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  5. Course Requirements and Grades 
 

 
6. Course Calendar 
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	Course Description Approximately 100 words: The study of organizational behavior encompasses the behavior of individual organization members and groups within organizations; the myriad of organizational processes, dynamics, and conditions of the organization as a whole; and the ways in which all these factors interrelate.  This course helps students develop conceptual, diagnostic and personal skills for dealing with human interaction in complex organizations with diverse workforces.  We will take a systems approach to the material, finding in systems theories the common framework that links organizational processes and dynamics at the individual, group, and organizational levels.  We will compare and contrast behavioral theories and deal with a range of topics, including individual development and motivation, group and team development and dynamics, communication, leadership, conflict, power/politics, culture, diversity, creativity, ethics, decision-making, and the organizational psyche.
	Course Goals and Objectives Approximately 100 words: The student will:
- Explore the broad outlines of organizational behavior and develop the knowledge and skills to apply organizational behavior concepts and theories.
- Develop an informed view about how both the needs of the organization and the needs of the individual can be met in the organizational setting.
- Utilize a systems view of human behavior at all levels of the organization.
- Consider human behavior in organizations from both "psychodynamic" and "humanistic" perspectives, recognizing that there are other perspectives, including the "behavioralist".
- Examine the "whole person" concept as it pertains to organizational behavior.
- Understand group development and behavior through a process of doing and thinking.
 -Reflect on his/her own motivation and growth in the organizational setting.

	Textbook Title Author Publisher Year of Publication etc: Robbins, S. P. & Judge, T. A. (2012) Essentials of Organizational Behavior; Pearson/Prentice Hall, ISBN-10: 0132968509, ISBN-13: 978-0132968508
	Reference: Mas-Colell, Andreu, Whinston, Michael and Jerry Green (2015): Microeconomic Theory,
Oxford University Press, Oxford, New York.
	Course Requirements and Grades: Let F be Final grade, E - exam grade, M - midterm grade and H - homeworks.
Then: F = 0.5E + 0.45M + 0.05H
	Week 11: Power and Politics
	Week 12: Conflict and Negotiation
	Week 13: Organization Change and Development
	Week 14: Organizational Culture
	Week 1: Introduction to Organizational Behavior
	Week 2: Diversity in Organizations
	Week 3: Attitudes and Job Satisfaction
	Week 4: Emotions and Moods
	Week 5: Personality and Values
	Week 6: Perception and Individual Decisionmaking
	Week 7: Motivation Concepts
	Week 8: Foundations of Group Behavior
	Week 9: Understanding Work Groups
	Week 10: Leadership


